Automatic pallet dispenser
for storing and having ready
up to 50 Euro pallets
on little space.

- simple
- fast
- safe
- comfortable
- time-saving
- space-saving
- robust
- reasonably
priced

By using a hand pallet truck 1 to 5 pallets can be
simultaneously loaded and unloaded at ground level.
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Advantages:
- quick availability of pallets, no forklift drivers license necessary
- ergonomic loading and unloading with a hand pallet truck (no backache)
- very simple handling
- can avoid accidents at work, very safe pallet handling process
- clears space as up to 50 pallets can be stored on top of each other
- pallets can be stored where they are needed, as paltowers have a small base area
- avoids expensive unproductive waiting periods pallet availability
can be scheduled and processing is fast.
- Huge Magazine size allows loading and unloading of paltower by
a forklift driver to be pre-scheduled
- Simultaneous Loading and unloading of up to 5 pallets (faster than by a forklift)
- Defined storage location for pallets avoids searching for pallets and shop floor
looks tidy.
- Paltower could also be located outdoor (option), guarantees dry pallets
and theft protection
- stored number of pallets is visible on display.
- Longevity by robust and solid engineering and generous dimension
- No compressed air supply necessary
- Very quiet operation
- Reasonably priced
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Possible field of application:
- everywhere where a smaller amount of pallets remains or is needed
- everywhere where tidiness is important
- everywhere where safety is required
- everywhere where pallet handling costs need to be reduced
- everywhere where you do not have enough space for pallets
- everywhere where pallet handling processes shall be pre-scheduled
- everywhere where dry pallets need to be stored outdoor
- everywhere where pallets need to be theft-protected

Ease of operation
By pushing only one button, number of pallets for loading
and unloading can be selected.
Wait for around 2 to 6secounds until the display indicated
(depends on selected number of pallets).
Open the door (comfortable sliding door with counter weight).
Remove or insert pallets with hand pallet truck.
Close the door.
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Specification:
Storing capacity for up to 50 Euro pallets
Display shows number of stored pallets
Solid engineering construction (approx. 750 kg)
Very simple handling due to controller brain
Closed pallet channel ensures high safety
Very quiet operation
No compressed air supply necessary
Service interface available
Longevity by overdimensioned mechanics
Longevity by overdimensioned electronics
Well arranged, easy accessible Control cabinet
Height can be adapted

Heights:

Technical data:
Lenght x width on ground level:
Lenght x width on drive shaft level:
Weight:
Power supply:
Connection:
Input motor:
Colour machine:
Colour tower:

1,34m x 1,23m
1,69m x 1,23m
approx. 750 kg
3 x 400V
16A CEECON
2,2kW
RAL 3004
RAL 7035

height

pallet capacity

7660mm
7090mm
6520mm
5950mm
5380mm
4810mm
4240mm
3670mm
3100mm
2530mm
1960mm

50 pieces
46 pieces
42 pieces
38 pieces
34 pieces
30 pieces
26 pieces
22 pieces
18 pieces
14 pieces
10 pieces

Contact:
Maurer Industrieprodukte GmbH
Brühlwiesenweg 12
D - 73312 Geislingen - Türkheim
Tel.: 0049/7331/41210
Fax: 0049/7331/41476
Email: maurer@paltower.com
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